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Abstract—A ship stabilizing fin controller based on the Fractional Order Proportional Integral Derivative Control (FO-PID) 

method is described in this paper. The proposed method directly shapes the output response which relates the wave disturbance 

to the ship roll motion to achieve good disturbance rejection. The adopted FOPID method gives a controller that depends 

explicitly on the model parameters and a design parameter that specifies the desired system response. The stability function is 

employed in the controller design, which guarantees the stability of the fin stabilizer. Simulation results demonstrate the validity 

of the controller designed and the superior performance over a conventional PDcontroller 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stabilization of ship roll motion induced by surrounding environmental forces have received considerable attention. This is because of 
excessive roll motion would make the crew feel uncomfortable and may also cause damage to the cargoes and equipment on board.  
Over past decades, the problem of ship rolling has been continually studied and some effective measures to reduce the roll motion have 
been presented. Various types of anti-rolling devices are introduced to reduce undesirable induced roll motion (1). Among the ship roll 
stabilization devices, the gyrostabilizer and fin stabilizer presenthigherperformancethantheotherstabilizers.However, the high cost for a 
gyrostabilizer prevents its wide application. Comparatively, the lift-based fin stabilizer provides a more practical device for roll 
damping. Especially in high-speed cases,therollmotioncanbereducedtoalargeextendbyusing fin stabilizers (2).A well-designed roll 
stabilizer can guarantee such ship performances as seaworthiness and operability in 
casetheshipissubjectedtoadverseenvironmentalimpacts(3). During past decades, many efforts have been devoted to the development of 
control strategies for fin stabilizers, from conventional schemes to advanced schemes. A representative conventional control scheme is 
the PID approach. However, it was noted that the feasibility of this kind of controller for the roll stabilization is limited by the vessel 
types and the environmental conditions (4).Over the past years, design of a fin stabilizer using advanced control schemes is of interest 
and many applications have been presented. For example, H∞ control was implemented to the roll stabilization of surface ships (5). 
Neural networks (NN) were employed to 
approximatetheuncertainnonlinearitiestoachieverobustfinrollstabilization(6).ANNbasedinternalmodelcontrollerwas 
usedtoreducetherollmotion(7).Fuzzycontrolmethodbasing on empirical if-then rules has also been introduced to the design of the fin 
stabilization system (8). A variable structure robustcontrollerwaspresentedtodealwiththeuncertaintiesin the ship roll dynamics (9). 
Linear quadratic regulation (LQG) scheme in combination with a disturbance observer was applied to design a robust fin controller (10). 
A constrained model predictive control (MPC) was proposed for the fin stabilizers [11] of ships affected by dynamic stall (12). An 
adaptive robust sliding mode controller was presented for the roll stabilization (13). A L2-gain based adaptive fin controller was 
proposed for the roll reduction of surface ships (14). Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was incorporated into a proportional-derivative-
secondderivativecontrollertoimprove theperformanceofafinstabilizer(15).Rudderrollstabilization has gained much interest recently. This 
is due to its cost effectiveness and saving of space as compared with the conventional stabilizing fin systems and anti-rolling water tanks 
(16). Even though the rudder roll stabilization systemhas gained much attention recently, the stabilizing fins are still the most effective 
anti-rolling devices in use (17). In order to gain good roll reduction performance, the fins have to be moved quickly to counteract the 
wave-induced roll motion in time. Numerical simulations with respect to a ship model reportedin (18) will be conducted to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed design method. In the last twenty years, fractional calculus have been developed by scientists and 
engineers and applied in the area of control theory. In the literature a generalizationofinteger‐ordercontrollersbycorresponding 
fractional ‐order controllers was proposed. The most popular includes (19), FO PID (20), FO backstepping method, FO sliding mode 
control (21). Fractional ‐ order PIλDµcontrollers,basedontheaddedflexibilityoffractional‐order operators involving an integrator of 
order λ and a differentiator oforderµ.Theyarecapableofsuperiorperformancecompared 
totheirinteger‐ordercounterparts.Presentlythereexist several tools for working with fractional models and controllers. They include 
CRONE (22), Ninteger (23) and FOMCON(24)MATLABtoolboxes.Differentmethodsforthe design of a FOPID controller have been 
proposed in the literature (25 and 26). In this paper, a FOPID control schemeis implemented and various methods are used for tuning the 
parameters of thecontroller. 

 

 

SYSTEMDESCRIPTION 
The configuration of the stabilizing fin system is illustrated in Figure. 1. The definition of the system model is as important as the 

specification of the cost function weightings in the design. In fact, rather more freedom is available in the specification of the system 

description than might bethought. In particular, the wave disturbance model can be considered a design model with tuning variables, 

simply because it cannot be defined with certainty. 
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Fig.1 Fin Roll Stabilisation Control System 

 
 
Actuator Model 

Any moving mechanical gadget which goes about as a control some portion of a ship's framework can be known as a marine actuator. 

This mechanical gadget is  remotely controlled by a wellspring of vitality which thusly changes over that vitality into a control 

movement that can be linear or rotary keeping in mind the end goal to hold or stop a question in one position.Dynamic positioning is a 
PC controlled framework to naturally keep up a vessel's position and heading by utilizing its own propellers, blades and thrusters Here, 

In order to maintain the ship’s position fins are taken. Some examples of fins in ships are shown in Figure.2. 

The actuator dynamics is defined as: 

act 2
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Disturbance Model 

The wave disturbance is often generated by an approximation to a standard sea spectrum. However, the vessel motions, due to this 

wave disturbance depend upon the dynamics of the vessel. This model is dependent upon the direction of the waves, since clearly 

the effect of the waves is very different if the angle changes from a head sea to a beam sea. This directionality will be neglected for 

the present and it 
 

 

Fig.2 Fins in Ships 

will be assumed that the wave disturbance forces act on the vessel at the same point that the actuators affect the vessel motions.There 
are 2 types of disturbance which affects the position of the ship. They are wave disturbance and wind disturbance 

 

Wave Model 

 

The actual disturbance model to be used for design will include the wave model feeding the ship model, together with a white noise 

component. This helps the numerical conditioning of the problem and also approximates the unknown disturbance components outside 

the wavefrequency range. The wave disturbance model is defined as: 
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Wind Model  

 

Wave and wind are the primary components making unsettling influences a ship on the ocean. Considering ship rolling (Surge 

motion), wave is the most imperative unsettling influence. Dissimilar to wave unsettling influence, wind disturbance will also 

cause some disturbance to the ship which will not affect the position of the ship but can create some other effects. In order, to 

suppress that wind disturbance  model has been created. It is a white noise which is filtered by the transferfunction: 

H(s) = Kv s / (s2+2ξωo+ω 2) Gain is given by Kw = 2ξωoσw 

 
TABLE 1 WIND MODEL VALUES 

 

Symbol Parameter Value 

ξ Damping coefficient 0.3 

σw Wind Intensity 
√0.0185T

w 

ωo Dominating wind 
frequency 

4.85/ Tw 

 
 
FIN ROLL STABILIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM  
The fins on a vessel are used tostabilize its rollingmotions. These were initially applied on ocean liners where passenger comfort was a 

priority and on military vessels  where stable gun platforms were needed. Most new vessels are now fitted with some form of roll 

stabilization system and fins remain a simple and populartechnique.The fins are not required to correct for the static heel of a vessel but 

are used to stabilize the rolling motion due to waves. The feedback control problem is a little unusual, since the plant has zero gain at 

zero frequency. Moreover, the bias from the roll rate sensor suggests that the controller should not include integral action, so that the 

loop gain must be zero at zero frequency. 

 
Model Design for Fin 

As an outline model, the more oscillatory low ship speed model was picked. The linearized model was observed to be: 

1 1

roll 2

0.003
( ) deg deg
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S
G S s
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From Figure 4.2, it is observed that the dynamic positioning of the ship is maintained by rotating the fin angle based on the disturbance, 

and the required angle is obtained from the controller and is given to the fin thus maintains the dynamic positioning of the ship. 

Fin Actuators 

The capacity of a blade stabilizer, found at the base some portion of the ship's body to give imperviousness to the abundance moving of 

ship in either bearing. The actuator dynamics is defined as: 

act 2

13.1
W

3.75 13.1S S


 
 

It is necessary to check the stability of the actuator before using it. Therefore, the stability of the actuator (fin actuator) is tested and the 

results are shown in Figure5.1. 

 

CONTROLLERDESIGN 

The PID and FOPID design method will be discussed in thissection.Specifically,theadvantagesofFOPIDmethodwill be highlighted, and 
the results will be analyzed. Hence, this proves which controller is giving more stability with less oscillation with the presence 
ofdisturbance. 

 

PIDController 

The basic simulink blocks are drawn for PID Controller in MATLAB Simulink environment. The PID Controller Toolbox contains 

TUNE option. By using that, the PID controller is tuned for the actuator and the values are taken for further simulation and it is shown 
in Figure 3. 
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Fig 3. PID Tuning Result 

The PID controller is thus designed for Ship Dynamics with Wind and Wave Disturbances and is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 

Fig 4. Simulink Diagram 

 
 

B. FOPID Controller 

The FOMCON Toolbox is used here to obtain the optimized values for the controller. After using several commands such as, 

fomcon, fpid and fpid_optim. and the optimized values obtained are shown in Figure 5. The Toolbox will give the following 5 

parameters, Kp, Ki , Kd, λ, µ 
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Fig 5. Optimization Result 

The parameters ( Kp, Ki , Kd, λ, µ ) which are obtained from Toolbox are entered in the Fractional Order Controller which is shown in 

Figure6. 

 

Fig 6. Optimized Parameters are entered in the FOPID Controller 
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The FOPID controller is thus designed and given to the block and is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Fig 7. Block Diagram using FOPID Controller 

 

RESULE ANDDISCUSSION 

PID andFOPID 

Since the disturbance (i.e., wave) can affect the dynamics of the ship in any way the system is designed for random Source 
and the results obtained are shown in Figure.8 and 9. 
 

 
Fig 8. Result for both PID and FOPID Controller 
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Fig 9. Result of PID and FOPID with Random Input 
 
From Figure 9, it is well observed that FOPID Controller is less affected by the disturbance rather than the PID Controller. Since it is 
proved that FOPID Controller gives better results for controlling the dynamic positioning of the ship when compared to PIDControllers. 
 
Performances of FOPID on variousranges 

It is advisable to check the FOPID Controllers performance on various ranges because the wind and wave disturbance affecting the 
ships position in deep seas are not uniform and there is no guarantee that they will stay in a particular limit.Hence, for the same design 

the performance of FOPID Controllers are analyzed for various ranges. For example purposes we have chosen three basic ranges. They 

are, 

1) Range -1 to0 
2) Range 0 to +1and 

3) Range -1 to+1 

The results are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12. 
 

 

Fig 10. Range between -1 to 0 
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Fig 11. Range between 0 to+1 
 

 
Fig 12. Range between -1 to+1 

 
From the Figures 10,11 and 12, it is observed that FOPID Controller works better in all ranges and gives better stability for the 

positioning of ships in deep seas. 
 
Comparison ofalgorithms 

Since, it is proved that FOPID Controllers works better in all ranges and gives better stability to ship, we have to analyze other 
algorithms which are used to design FOPID Controllers There are 4 different algorithms In FOMCON Toolbox we have different 

Algorithms. They are: 
 

1) ISE (Integral Square Error) ∫ e2(t)dt 

2) IAE (Integral Absolute Error) ∫ │e(t)│dt 

3) ITAE (Integral Time-Absolute Error) ∫ t e2(t)dt 

4) ITSE (Integral Time-Square Error)   ∫ t│e(t) │ dt  

Now for the same model four different controller designs were createdbasedontheabovefouralgorithmsandtheresultsare
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tabulated in Table II and the graphical representation is shown in Figure 12. 
 

TABEL II: ALGORITHM VALUES 

 

Algorithms Kp Ki Kd λ µ 

ISE 86.5561 99.9905 54.6079 0.74858 0.89995 

IAE 99.9928 99.9959 98.2079 1 0.023821 

ITAE 100 100 100 1 0.01 

ITSE 100 100 100 1 0.01 

 

Fig 12. Algorithm Results 
 

From the Figure 12 it is observed that for the current system IAE Algorithm gives better results with very less oscillation. 
Hence, for the current system we have to use IAE Algorithm for designing FOPID Controller, and this can be done by 

choosing IAE Algorithm while using Optimization Toolbox to optimize parameters, so the optimization is done based on 

IAE Algorithm. In most of the cases it is unpredictable to find which one is the best algorithm for the deigned system, so it 

advisable to design in all four algorithms and from the result we can choose the best algorithm parameters for the 

controller. 
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